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Allegra Dear Guests 

 

This winter was characterised entirely by the 2017 Alpine World Ski 
Championships in St. Moritz. Right at the start, it snowed again and 
transformed Oberengadin into a beautiful winter landscape. The famous 
Engadin sun didn't let us down, and therefore the television stations broadcast 
beautiful pictures of our valley throughout the world. All in all it was a very 
successful event (note from Bertram: and thank God Germany at least won a 
bronze medal in the last round and as a result was ahead of Iran in the medal 
rankings). 

 

The world championships had a positive effect on our bookings. While 
December and January were rather disappointing, February and March 
exceeded our expectations to the extent that we even managed to surpass last 
year's winter result. We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to you for 
your trust placed in our hotel. 

 

 

 

 



Anniversary

We celebrated the end of the 
season with a first-class meal and 
fine wine at Kochendörfer’s Hotel 
Albris in Pontresina. We had the 
opportunity to celebrate 2 
anniversaries: our Brazilian 
whirlwind in the dining hall, Luana 
Da Graca Barradas de Souza, 
celebrated her 5-year anniversary. 
The little Brazilian is just 
overflowing with energy and 
simply "livens up the place" (note 
from Bertram: Luana has been a 
little quieter since the 7-1 against 
Germany in the World Cup semi-
finals in 2014). 

The second anniversary also 
marked a 5-year stint at our hotel 
and the person in question also 
works in the dining hall; Silo Giulio 
Santelli from Italy. He is a little 
quieter  than Luana, very polite 
and accommodating - an old- 

 

 

school service employee. Both 
received their compulsory gifts: 
the gift basket (filled with 
specialities from Engadin and the 
tributary valleys) and a loyalty 
bonus each at CHF 600.00. 

 

Employees 

We had hardly any turnover in 
staff this season. Two maids are 
leaving us, Alexandra De Sousa 
and Carina  

 
Statistics 
 

In view of the fact that I'm getting older and more modest, the figures are inspiring. 
 

Hotel winter statistics 
Winter 2009/10       OS: 12`517      OC: 86.6 %      HB: 11`428.-- = 91.3%       T: 1`605`716.-- = 128.30 per day/guest 
Winter 2010/11       OS: 10`840      OC: 82.8 %      HB:   9`876.-- = 91.1%       T: 1`485`235.-- = 137.00 per day/guest 
Winter 2011/12       OS: 10`390      OC: 79.4 %      HB:   9`707.-- = 93.4%       T: 1`397`862.-- = 134.50 per day/guest 
Winter 2012/13       OS: 10`324      OC: 80.5 %      HB:   9`469.-- = 91.7%       T: 1`408`588.-- = 136.40 per day/guest 
Winter 2013/14       OS: 11`294      OC: 89.0 %      HB: 10`061.-- = 89.0%       T: 1`483`999.-- = 131.40 per day/guest 
Winter 2014/15       OS: 10`614      OC: 84.0 %      HB:   9`524.-- = 89.5%       T: 1`433`374.-- = 135.00 per day/guest 
Winter 2015/16       OS:   9`470      OC: 70.2 %      HB:   8`558.-- = 89.5%       T: 1`305`352.-- = 137.85 per day/guest 
Winter 2016/17       OS:    9`727      OC: 80.0 %      HB:   8`544.-- = 87.8%       T: 1`336`292.-- = 137.40 per day/guest 
OS = overnight stays, OC = occupancy, HB = half board, T = turnover, per day/guest  
 

Nationality statistics winter 2016 

Switzerland: 7`323 OS = 75.3%, Germany: 1`879 OS = 19.3 %, 
No other country achieves, as in the last few years, only 1%! 
 

Pizzeria statistics 
Winter 2009/10: 469`897.40 = 3’820.30 per day         summer 2010: 532`296.40 = 3`775.15 per day 
Winter 2010/11: 448`411.30 = 3`297.15 per day                                  summer 2011: 489`466.30 = 3`546.85 per day 
Winter 2011/12: 371`476.50 = 3`044.90 per day                                  summer 2012: 481`641.10 = 3`515.60 per day 
Winter 2012/13: 406`107.40 = 3`384.20 per day                                  summer 2013: 506`143.50 = 3`749.20 per day 
Winter 2013/14: 450`476.50 = 3`044.90 per day                                  summer 2014: 442`754.30 = 3`329.00 per day 
Winter 2014/15: 396`247.60 = 3`274.75 per day                                  summer 2015: 453`164.30 = 3`381.80 per day 
Winter 2015/16: 382`931.10 = 3`245.20 per day                                  summer 2016: 412`214.30 = 3`220.40 per day 
Winter 2016/17: 342`729.70 = 3`306.25 per day 

Luana and Silo, the charming southern dining hall team 

 



Ferreira Cardoso. They shall be 
replaced by Giuseppina Maggio 
from Italy and Marcela Santos 
from Portugal. In addition, the 
floor team will be reinforced by 
Cristiana Rato from Portugal. 

We supplemented the pizzeria 
team during the winter season 
with Adriana Theiszova from 
Slovakia. 

Room refurbishment 

The refurbishing work on room 
312 was not entirely completed 
by the start of the season. We 
utilised the quiet period in 
January (note from Bertram: 
poor guest figures, i.e. not that 
the guests are poor, we were 
worse off because we only had a 
few guests) to get the room 
ready for the World 
Championships. 

We chose the «highly praised» 
box spring beds. We purchased 
the furniture from a carpenter 
who works with red oak and 
maintains the Alpine chic style. 
This wood is beautiful, hard and 
robust (note from Bertram: and 
expensive), ideal for a hotel. 

During the interim season, we 
refurbished rooms 323 and 315. 
In terms of time, it should be 
enough to get everything ready 
for the start of the season. 
(Note from Bertram: perhaps 
not financially) without letting 
the other tasks slip. 

New bed linen 

The «striped bed linen» that we 
still used in part has served its 
purpose. Unbelievable how long 
it lasted. We have now decided 
in favour of the luxury version 
made of «brocade damask» 
(note from Bertram: only one 
person decided!) made of 100 % 
cotton, colourfast and chlorine-
resistant and washable at 95° C. 
Although stripes are en vogue 
once again, we (i.e. I) decided 
on a different design: 
Ornaments. I have definitely 
seen enough "striped bed linen" 
for the rest of my life (note from 
Bertram: perhaps I'll give my 
wife some striped pyjamas for 
Christmas). 

Guest letter 

I have been writing the guest 
letter five years now (note from 
Bertram: my style was simply to 
cheeky for my wife). However, 
the letter was not my 
responsibility alone. Naturally, 
Bertram continues to express 
his views. My dear friend 
Myriam has supplied me with 
photographs on request and 
Jonduri, our Romanian text 
setter, goes through the text 
with me, that is he disentangles 
and shortens my excessively 
long sentences so that 
everything fits in the Guest 
Letter. Genuine teamwork. 
Many thanks to the three of 
you. 

 

 

Private matters  

The Caribbean: the cruise on the 
Caribbean in a cosy tête-à-tête 
in November was wonderful. 
Everything was perfect the 
weather, food, islands and even 
my "husband." We were able to 
completely relax and saw a lot. 
As we were there during the 
Advent season, home-made 
Christmas pastries for the guests 
were everywhere to be seen on 
the ship. And this was Bertram's 
downfall (according to his own 
comments "irrespective of 
incredible restraint").                 
In addition to the huge excess 
weight of my suitcase (note 
from Bertram: she hardly 
bought anything). Bertram 
carried his excess baggage (a 
mere 5.5 kg in just two weeks) 
on his person back home. 
Practical.  

Nico and his apprenticeship: 
Nico can start his 3-year 
commercial training at Hotel 
Cresta Palace in Celerina in July. 
He is looking forward to it, as we 
are. Our newly refurbished room number 322 

 

Christmas pastries and the consequences 

 



We have no doubt Nico is enjoying 
himself 

Nico has been in England since 
the start of January, in 
Bournemouth in fact. He likes it 
very much there (as is 
confirmed by the cool pictures). 
He has just taken the 
examination for the first 
qualification – the so-called 
First. He has passed the oral 
test, and we are waiting (and 
crossing our fingures) for the 
results of the written 
examination. We spoke to him 
by telephone before his 
examination. I attached 
importance to giving him a few 
tips, 

 

 

for example no parties on the 
evening before the examination 
(better still don't celebrate any 
parties at all), turn off your 
mobile in the breaks (better still, 
don't take it to the 
examination), have a light meal 
in the mornings etc. This is the 
well-intended advice of a 
concerned mother which, in the 
eyes of the child at this age, is 
like water (i.e. completely 
unnecessary). When I had 
finished my piece, Nico said "It's 
not that important for me to 
pass the «First» now, I simply 
need to manage the 
«Advanced» in June!                    
“Note: the "Advanced 
Certificate" is the follow-up 
examination and much more 
demanding than the «First». I 
ask myself what sort of an 
understanding Nico has of the 
whole thing? 

Bertram and the Bratwurst:    
We attended the World 
Championships opening 
ceremony in St. Moritz. On the 
way there it smelled of 
Bratwurst and naturally Bertram 
wanted to buy one immediately.  

 

I consoled him and said we 
would have one on the way 
home. However, there wasn't a 
single sausage available 
anywhere on our way home. In 
a foul mood like an infant that 
hasn't been fed, Bertram 
accompanied me home (note 
from Bertram: and what did we 
have to eat at home? Yoghurt, 
yoghurt, yoghurt).                 
Okay, then we went to watch 
the horse races. They had 
sausages there. After 18 years I 
was able to convince Bertram to 
go there with me. He decided on 
the expensive grandstand seats 
and we happily went on our 
way. Upon our arrival, a little 
late, the the races had just been 
cancelled due to an accident. 
The expensive grandstand seats 
were forfeited, but Bertram 
finally had the opportunity to 
enjoy a (frust)wurst. The day 
was a success after all. 

Holidays: during Easter we will 
be meeting up in Valencia. We 
are very much looking forward 
to this family meeting because 
we haven't seen Nico for 3 
months.                                         
In May, we intend to visit Nico 
in England. We will be exploring 
beautiful Cornwall. We hope 
Nico will get to know the area a 
little (not only the school and 
the fitness studio). Of course, 
we also want to motivate him 
for the coming examination in 
June! I already know that he will 
have little (or no ) interest in 
listening to what we have to say. 

Football (favourite topic): when 
Bertram wanted to visit the 
Bundesliga match of Bayern 
München alone in April, Nico 
didn't think it was such a good 
idea: "As long as I can’t come, 
you shouldn't go either. We only 
go together. "Radio silence”.

A revair & Auf Wiedersehen 

may our anticipation of spring in Engadin be an inspiration for you all! 
                                                                        
 

Nico + Corina + Bertram Hissung and employees 


